
Darkness...

Until we realize this is the robot's 
face.
"Spectroscopic binaries...."

...further and further...
"Astrometric binaries..."

'It's hard to tell which one we're in 
without a map..."

Push in VERY LOW TO THE FLOOR. 
"...OF THE STAR SYSTEM."

PENNY'S FOOT STEPS INTO FG. ROBOT TURNS TO PENNY.
"YOUR'E DOING IT AGAIN."

PENNY HOLDS UP FINGER TO HER LIPS, 
EXITS.

Stars appear as we pull back.
"...there are eclipsing binaries..."

Sc 1-3



RACK TO MAUREEN AND JOHN. 
"...AS A SMOKESCREEN INSTEAD OF 
TELLING ME THE BAD NEWS, YOU--"

PENNY SNEAKS UP TO DOORWAY.
"USING ASTROPHYSICS..."

ECU PENNY PEEKS OUT FROM DOORWAY.
"OKAY FINE. IN THE SIMPLEST TERMS--"

HANDHELD PENNY POV:  M FINDS BASEBALL 
AND HOLDS IT UP.
"-- LET'S SAY THIS IS OUR PLANET..."

Angle over bottle to Penny.
"And this is the sun."

Handheld penny pov: m circles bottle 
with baseball.
"Here's how a typical orbit would look."

Handheld Penny pov: 
"I'm guessing ours doesn't do that."

ANGLE THROUGH HUB WINDOW. PENNY SLIPS 
BY.
"DOING WHAT?"

Sc 1-3



Handheld penny pov: 
"There were signs...I couldn't 
understand until ...and saw..."

Handheld penny Pov: 
"A black hole...altering the orbit... 
drawing the planet so close by the time 
we make that turn..."

Handheld penny pov: 
"...a coffee mug."

Handheld penny pov: 
"...nothing on the surface will survive."
"How long do we have?"

Handheld penny pov: 
"Before the planet becomes 
uninhabitable?... Months,weeks..."

Push in to penny listening.
"Do we tell people?.."
"This isn't just about our family, 
Maureen, none of it is."

Penny exits. Lead penny back down the hall.
"You should have seen, their faces out 
there tonight. The shock, the fear..."

Handheld penny pov: m moves bottle to 
reveal coffee mug.

Sc 1-3



Pull out: Penny returns to her cabin.
"Looking for answers about that 
machine..."

M nods.

Push in (new axis)  j and M.
"So I get to clean up that mess 
tomorrow. This one I leave to you."

J notices the physical toll on her.
"We should both get some sleep..."

M and J head off in opposite directions.

Moving through corridor. J enters. Stops next to the robot.

Push in: penny Collapses on her bed.
"...that I don't have."

Sc 1-3



J exits. Boom up to robot as it watches 
him go.
"How can we trust it?"

Sc 1-3



Push into window.
"27 people died crashing here. Husbands 
wives friends --- dead because of what 
that thing did--"

S1 steps in to FG:
"Who knows what happened if--"

Pan to Beckert across the table.
"It was defending itself."

PAN TO REESE:
"MAYBE IT CAN HELP US GET OFF THE--"

MOVE PAST REES TO VICTOR:
"PLEASE -- ONE AT A TIME. LET'S NOT HAVE 
THIS DEVOLVE INTO CHAOS."

CONTINUE MOVING IN. BECKERT STEPS UP 
TO VICTOR:
"VICTOR, IF I COULD MAKE A 
SUGGESTION..."

WRAP AROUND THEM: 
"MAYBE WE SHOULD HEAR FROM SOMEONE 
WHO'S SEEN FIRST HAND WHAT IT'S CAPABLE 
OF..."

VICTOR LEADS US TO...
"ANGELA DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING YOU WOULD 
LIKE TO SAY?"

PUSH IN on Evan. 
"What about last night? It was 
protecting us."



Push into Angela.
"My husband was the 7th musician 
selected for relocation..."

"In front of me... so being forced to 
sit here... listening to.."

He was the best part of my life and 
that... thing murdered him..."

"How people wonder how we can use it... 
sickens me."

Trade to victor.
"I think the best course of action 
would be to treat this as we would 
back home..."

"If a man had committed all these--"
Push past victor as john stands
"But it's not a man. Isn't that the 
point..."

Continue moving in on john.
"I am truly sorry for what happened to 
your husband,. there's nothing anyone 
can do to replace that loss. But I think 
it's important for us to understand... 
the robot has changed.

Angle on Angela reacting.
"But I think it's important for us to 
understand... the robot has changed"

"He played cello. Loved the packers and 
hated the rain..."



Over Beckert to Evan
"C'mon, how can you--"
"Let him speak."

Over Beckert to victor: 
"And if it changes again -- who's going to 
keep us safe from it?"
"So you'd put our safety in the hands of a 

"...well, it seems to me we're in a 
place. Where we'd all like to feel a 
little safer."

"Worked last night. Only difference is 
now you know about it."

"Okay everyone try and reach a 
consensus here."

 Angela turns away... Revealing Dr. Smith, who follows.
Angela looks at john, hurt.

Move 180 around John:
"I don't know what the hell it was 
before..."



Slide off back of chariot to find Angela 
stepping off ladder.

CU smith for her dialogue.

Smith steps up to Angela.
"I lost a dear friend... buried her."
"I'm sorry to hear that."

CU Angela for her dialogue. Angela walks away.
"I understand...I'll be on channel 
19-67."

End on smith as her demeanour changes.

Dr smith climbing down ladder.
"Angela, wait. I just wanted to say... 
you're not alone.



ECU Don's reflection in broken 
bottle.

Lateral track through debris and clean up as don makes his way past Veejay and stops by 
Hirohito and Naoko. "Souvenir?" "Research" "you think if I brought some of that back too...?"

Picks it up and puts it into bag.

Insert: sample going in 
container.
"...might be worth something 
got somebody?"

"Only if you knew how to keep it 
from being contaminated."

"Could you teach me?"

He grabs it.

Sc 6



theY speak in Japanese...
"Not enough time."

Judy hands a weapon over 
"What's this for?

Track with him as he reaches 
Judy and aiko. Hands them the 
glass. "Thanks."

"Protection, in case you didn't 
notice it's getting 
dangerous..."

"Last time a lady offered me 
protection it was--"

Reacts to sound of... Wide: will and robot exit 
jupiter.
Track right.

Will notices all eyes are on 
him.

Discouraged, don moves on...

Sc 6



Slide right off will to see 
frightened colonists.

Track with her as she comes up to will. 
"Why don't you two go back 
inside?"..."Until your father gets 
back."

Maureen at her outdoor station

Reverse: will and robot return 
to the ship. Maureen turns to 
the crowd.

Push in as she notices...

Maureen's pov of Hiroki. Maureen goes into the ship. ...Penny steps into view.

Robot reacts.

Sc 6



...checks that the coast is 
clear...

"We haven't tested the water 
yet."

If you were wondering if rotting meet 
smells the same as on earth..." I'm 
going swimming...'

Penny heads off. "I'm going-- 
come if you want."

Veejay makes a choice.

...Follows after her. 
"Wait up." Victor's 

chariot pulls 

Lands in a cu

Follow her as she intercepts 
Veejay with meat. "Having fun?"

Sc 6



Track Right as victor gets out.
"Tell Maureen I'd like to 
talk..."

He turns, revealing it's don.

Land on a man's back...
"Right, I'll let her know."

He exits.

Meets John and Beckert around 
the front. "About what?" "Well 
we're out of fuel..."

Sc 6



Slide off vegetation to reveal High and 
wide on the ship as john, will and the 
robot step out. 
"John!..."

"Don west..."

Adjust as don steps into fg.
"Thos robinsons can be a pain in the 
ass..."
"Sorry do I--"

Victor starts to walk. "Talk to Mr. 
Beckert, he handles my--"

"What if I told you I know where a man 
could get some rocket fuel..."
"I'd say you're mistaken..."
"... we crashed in the desert."

They stop turn to each other.
"Auxiliary fuel tanks. Untouched."

Push into don. "Dare I say that man 
would be a hero."

Push into victor: "and what would you 
be?"

Over victor. "Forgetting something."
"Right. We're going out."



Push in on Judy watching.

"What were you two talking about?"

Judy approaches don.

Don turns to face her: "The future-- 
how's your schedule in the next twenty-
four hours?"

End on Judy.

Judy pov. Victor leaves.



Close on medical case.

Wide slow push in.

Over Judy to Maureen.

Cu Judy dialogue. Cu Maureen for dialogue.

Maureen hugs Judy. "Okay."
"Be careful. You never know what you're 
going to find out there."

Judy departs.

Pulled off the shelf.



Push into Maureen. On Maureen. Her little girl is growing 
up.

Over Maureen to Judy going to the 
chariot.



ECU branch

Wide long lens slide l. 
Will catches up.

Rack focus to will
"Come on, will, keep up."

Profile robot comes up to will with 
rock.

Breaks it open to reveal crystals 
contained within.
"Cool.  Haven't seen one like that 
before..."

Cu robot reacting. ECU will smiling at robot.
"...thanks."

ECU robot, will reflected.

Alien butterfly lands on it.



Will departs. Sense robot wants him to 
stay.

End on black of tree trunk.Long lens, slide left walk and talk for 
dialogue with john.



Empty plateau. Worms eye view. Followed by victor's chariot.

Travelling with don. 
"Repaired about a hundred of these -- 
never once got to drive one."

45 degree move around to front 
windscreen. 
"But you do know how to drive, right?"

Reverse: Don about to retort when...
BANG! GEYSER BLOWS IN BG.

"WHAT THE HELL WAS THAT?" LOW ANGLE EDGE OF PLATEAU. CHARIOTS 
SLAM ON THE BREAKS.

Don's chariot blasts by...



REVERSE (LOOKING TOWARDS VALLEY 
FLOOR)

FROM VALLEY LOOKING UP TO CHARIOTS. 
GEYSERS BLOWING.

...FOLLOWED BY SEVERAL MORE.

Slide from Aiko to Don and Judy. 
"Must be gas trapped below the surface" 
"Like some kind of space fart?"

Rack focus to explosion in window.
"They're called cryogeysers."

"On mars they spit c02. On triton it's 
nitrogen. Heat from the sun can  
cause--"

"Whatever, is it safe to keep going?"

BOOM UP OVER CHARIOTS TO REVEAL 
GEYSER BLOWING.



Angle over radio.
"What's going on west?"

Angle over wrist device. Don starts the 
music!

Angle form back. Push in to don and 
Judy. "You know, that might be the first 
good idea this guy has had." "What do you 
mean?"

"Don, this isn't a road trip." "It is now."

Vroom! Cu spinning tire. Don's chariot takes off.

Push in and boom up to victor and team.
"No sir, just plotting our course."
"Well, we're not here for sightseeing. 
Let's move."



Fast boom up as chariots peel away.

Aiko and Evan bouncing in the back.

Don driving.

Track the chariots in bg. In FG geysers 
explode!

Don reaches up and starts to open the 
roof hatch.
"We aren't supposed to open that."

Push in: "they wouldn't put in a sunroof 
if we couldn't--"
"It's not a sunroof."

"...it's an emergency escape hatch."
And after everything that's happened... 
don't you think we deserve a little 
escape?"

"I know you wanna. Just stand up, reach 
for the sky and give it a whoohooo. Like 
it's a limo on prom night."

Low angle: chariots blast past.



"I was studying for mcats."

Push in as he reacts to...
"You've gotta be kidding me."

Back with victor.

Over victor to Don's chariot. Judy comes 
out the top.

Low angle on Judy. Move i80 degrees 
around her as she enjoys the moment.

Wide lens mounted to top of chariot. 
"Woooo hoooo!"

Don enjoying this too. Drone shot: Track racing chariots. Judy 
visible.

"Then you, my friend, have got some 
catching up to do."



Drone shot continued: rise and clock as 
the chariots gain on us.

"Get her back inside. Now."
"Copy that we're just uh-- having 
visibility issues."
"Enough, west."

"Can we--"
No, Diane, you cannot."

" I swear you better pray that fuel is 
still there."

"Seeing as it's our last best shot off 
this planet -- I'd say we better all 
pray."

Chariot's drive over lens and off into 
the distance.

"What is she doing?"
"Looks like she's having fun."



Angle on tarp thrown over creature.
*48 fps

Push in over burn to reveal hiroki 
throwing flare into pit...
*48 fps

Flare igniges.
*96 fps

...which ignites. Hiroki watches fire. Maureen steps up 
next to him.
"We're not much of an advertisement for 
space travel are we?"

"Hiroki you have family here and on the 
resolute... I need to share some 
information..."

"There's something up there, pulling 
this planet ..."
"How... did you..."

Diagonal move: "didn't know for sure... 
we're not compelled to broadcast it."

Remains thrown into pit.
*72 fps



ECU Maureen: "I lied to Judy about it, 
this morning."

PULL BACK AS Hiroki walks away.
'Dress your wounds, get some rest. 
They'll need you whenever they return."

ECU Hiroki: "If they bring back the fuel, 
then we all get off the planet, and 
everybody's happy. People have enough 
to be afraid of."



ECU M removes leg brace.

Revealing her face as she winces in pain.

ECU M pulls off shirt...

ECU rest of shirt comes off revealing 
bruising.

Bloody shirt lands on floor.

Slide off back of m's head to reveal her 
reflection in mirror...

... and scrapes on her faces. Slow push in as she takes in her sorry 
state...

ECU m pulls off pants to reveal scars 
and bruises.



Then she turns and exits. ...which wipes lens.Low angle, m picks up towel...



Crane down to reveal chariots 
arriving

Boom up as he...

Lands on ground

Steps forward.
"This... doesn't make sense"

Reverse to reveal there is 
nothing.

D leads us Boom up to reveal cliff's edge Wide profile of Cliff edge.
"It was here. It was right here."
"I knew this was a mistake."

Close on D's foot



"Maybe it fell"
"WE came all this way out here 
for 'maybe it fell?'

"Nothing. Doesn't matter."
..."that's different."

"What did he mean, 'deal's off'? 
What deal?"

"Different how? ...Forgive me 
princess if I ask for a little 
compensation."

D kicks the dirt. 
Sees something.

D kneels down 
and clears dirt 
to reveal hull 

Boom up as he clears more dirt 
and the others join him.

Suddenly ground shifts.

"Deal's off, West... Let's go...
Maybe we can make it back 
before dark."



Pull back to reveal outline of 
the jupiter  forming in the sand

"Whoa - Whoa - whoa. Everybody 
step back. Slowly."

And boom down to see that the 
Jupiter balances there 
precariously.

"Told you I knew where it was"
"Don't count your chickens."
"Only have one."

Close on the ground.

Shovel enters. Pull back to see crew digging. Continue to pull back to reveal 
exposed hull and open hatch.

Continue pull back past the 
edge of the cliff.



"According to the meter the 
tank's full, just like he said."

V turns to camera
"All right, let's get to work."

Continue to pull back and boom 
up to D "Apology accepted."



Boom up cliff top to find Jon leading 
will and robot. 
"This is amazing!"

"Just do it please."

Pull back to reveal rocks.
"grab one of those rocks - a big one - 
and bring it back here."
"Why?"

"Come on, we need you to--" "Not him. Just you."

Will reacts. Will exits. "Stay here." Will arrives at the rocks.

"We're not here for the view will."
"then why did we hike all this way?"

Sc 25-31



Will turns back with a rock.

John and robot watch.
"You can do it."

Will picks up a very large rock.

Robot's hand twitches in FG (wanting to 
assist) as will struggles with rock.

John observes the robot's anxiety.

Will arrives and drops rock.
"Done."
"Not quite... we need twenty-six more 
just like it."

"What?! Am I being punished?" "No, I'm just trying to help you 
understand that you have a 
responsibility now."

"A larger one. As big as you can carry."

Sc 25-31



"This is about him..."
"He's not just a tool."
"...He's my friend..."

Push into will: " This morning I spoke 
to a lady named Angela; she lost her 
husband up there..."

Push in to John: "so in honour of that, 
we're going to place twenty-seven 
rocks here... for the lives lost..."

"This first one is for him."
Will looks up to the robot.

CU robot. Push in.
"In order to release pain, we must 
acknowledge its source."

Match Dissolve to tea poured in cup
"Okay..."
*72 fps.

Smith passes tea to Angela.
"...how can I do that?"

"Words are the gateway to your 
emotions...what do you remember about 
the day."
Smith takes a seat.

Push in as john leans down to will
"But he wasn't always your friend.. We 
have to live with our history."

Sc 25-31



Push in to Angela: "well... like 
everyone else, when the alarm went 
off, we had no idea...josh making jokes 
so I wouldn't worry."

View between robots legs. Track with 
will as he carries stone. "At first we 
thought it was just... the way people 
are.. "*48 fps swing/tilt

Tilt down to robot: "outside the hanger 
there was a panic..."
*48 fps swing/tilt

Will sets down stone. "...to reach the 
jupiter."
*48 fps swing/tilt

Another set of hands put down stone in 
FG. "But there we realized..."

Reverse angle to reveal it is john.
"They weren't running  toward 
something -- they were running away...
*48 fps swing/tilt

CU will appreciative. 
""That thing was in there..."
*48 fps swing/tilt

CU John looks to...
"it was killing without rhyme or 
reason...'
*48 fps swing/tilt

Push into smith: "now take me to the 
moment when you first encountered the 
machine."

Sc 25-31



ECU on robot's display.

"There's a --- a strange metallic... 
buzz... it's everywhere, then I smell 
burning... people burning.

Slow boom up to smith: " I want you to 
close your eyes. Focus on the sounds 
and smells."

"What do you see..." "Red. Emergency lighting so it was... 
hard to make out... josh... stopped.... 
he was hot - searing white heat. His hand 
burned into mine..."

"I'm sorry, can we-- can we please not 
do this anymore?"
"Of course. I believe we've gone far 
enough for this session."

"I thought talking would make me feel 
better but ... I feel worse."

"I'm sorry, Angela. These things take 
time."

Dissolve to Angela, her eyes shut.
"You're doing great, Angela."

Sc 25-31



ECU Angela: "what if we don't have time."

Rock blocks our view of him.
"But what prevents us..."

Reveal robot.
"...is being welcomed among us."

Lateral track as cairn takes form.
"...from moving from tragedy is --- a 
feeling that there's something...

Follow will carrying rock.
"...they can do to change what 
happened..."

Will gains past us to reveal john, 
watching approvingly.
"...there simply isn't."

Tight eyeline smith: "all we can do is 
hope and pray that it doesn't happen to 
anyone else."

Tight eyeline Angela: "what if there 
was... something I could do? Something 
more than just hoping and praying."

Close on rocks (start out of focus). 
Boom up.
"I understand that your anger -- that 
the ting that did this to your husband..."

Sc 25-31



"Angela, I'm sorry but I have to 
suggest you refrain from saying 
anything further..."

Boom down as smith exits.
"...we can pick it up again tomorrow."

High and wide: Smith stands. "I'm 
sorry..."

Smith hears the sounds of Angela's 
despair as she heads down the hallway.

Sky.

Will and john enter looking down at 
(O.s.) rock.
"Last one. Let me help. We'll do it 
together."

Wide: Will picks up and carries rock. Will struggles.

"What? You can't just make me relive all 
that and -- abandon me."

Sc 25-31



JOhn's hands enter...

"Let's hope we never have to add 
another."
JOhn glances at the robot.

Pull back as They step back to admire 
their work.

...catches his own reflection.

...Helps set final rock on the cairn.

Sc 25-31



Ka-chunk fuel line attached. Wide slow push in on don in 
jupiter fuel room.



Follow fuel line

Boom down as D turns and 
heads out.

Then 'lead it' As it rises...

Boom up out of hatch D climbs up Adjust to include v as D stands.
"So, are we good?"

D locks fuel line inside ship



 "Are you referring to our 
arrangement?"...
"Means you better ... start 

"What is it?"
"Wondering what we're going to 
do when the Jupiter falls..."

"Okay, listen up -- in just three 
hours we're going to have a 
full tank..."

The weight's going to shift..." "So, do you have a better idea?"

"We can use the chariots as an 
anchor."
"Will that work?"
"Might if you have the right guy."

"Or the right girl... who do you 
trust..."
"No offence? How is that not 
offensive?"

"Don't let us down Robinson."

"How much longer?"...
"Would you like me to change 
the laws of physics?..."



Adjust with J as she goes to her 
chariot and casts a last look 
to D.

D passes through the shot, 
pissed.



Tilt down from alien sky to find Veejay 
and penny. "Look I'm sorry I kinda 
freaked out..."

Wide (Jupiter in bg): veejay sits. "Wanna 
know why I didn't want you to see this?"

He holds out the envelop for her. "Read 
it."

"It's a poem"

"If you find this message... and 
travelled afar."

"This is terrible." "You try and rhyme when you're hurtling 
towards your death."

Follow them (steadicam). Penny hands 
over the envelope. "Everyone knows 
about the robot now... Not like me."



"I AM VEEJAY --- AGED SIXTEEN YEARS/I 
LOVED FREE CLIMBING...MY MOM MADE ME 
FRAME IT."

"SHUT UP."

I WAS GOING TO DO THE 'MILES TO GO 
BEFORE I SLEEP THING' BUT..."

SHE LEANS IN AND KISSES HIM.

"IT'S FROM THE HEART."
"...I'M JUST A PARTICLE OF SPACE DUST, 
YOU DON'T HAVE TO KEEP."



Close on fuel gauge on fuel 
trailer.

... and evan's chariot, each with 
tow line extended to...

Swingp past judy's chariot...

Buried jupiter. Tow lines hold it 
precariously in place.

Slide left as chariots struggle 
to retain ground.

Pull out from fuel trailer 
and...



...to find J behind the wheel.

Reverse angle on J's chariot 
push in and boom up

Reverse: "How's the foot?" CU J: "you're the one we 
shouldn't trust."

The chariot lurches Profile angle: chariots yanked 
forward.

Camera mounted on chariot. It 
is pulled forward by jupiter.



Ariel view of jupiter teetering. Low angle of Jupiter teetering.



B comes up to D: "I don't know 
how much longer these are 
going to hold."

J CU.

D goes into ship

J rides the accelerator. Gauges in the red

Winch strains Teacher coupled to the ship 
cable

Over E to J: "you okay in there?"
"Yeah, you?"

D crosses to Jupiter.
"Never go to bed angry."



Profile J: "Just hold on. Don's 
pulling everyone out."

Over D to hole in ship.

Angle through hub window. D 
makes his way through hall.

D reacts. Push in to him as he notices 
something else.

Exits. Wide on the ship: d scoots past 
hole.

Over D approaching a cabin.

"You guys almost done?"
"Disconnecting."
"See you topside."



Angle through door. D 
approaches, reacts...

High angle: D finishes opening 
door and enters.

D pulls open door.

Low angle over trunk He reaches for it

D moves junk out of the way to 
reveal trunk

ECU D Opens trunk
"You sonofabitch."

D Pov: door ID, fritzing.



Aiko pulls hose out of the ship

over J see A give thumbs up to V

J watches

Low angle on cliff. Ship slides 
forward.

Over J's chariot. It's pulled 
forward.

Insert wheel kicking up sand J's chariot slides forward, 
tires spin kicking up sand.

Razor-sharp sand kicks into 
driver's side. She starts to shut 
door.

Reese helps her carry it back to 
the trailer



Reverse: door finishes closing. Straight on J. D comes over 
radio:
"Judy - you're not going to 
believe what I found."
"Don, where are you?"
"On my way out."

Over J to B (barely audible as he 
shouts at her and Evan:
"WE're losing the jupiter. 
Prepare to detach..."
"What?



Wide: b raises hand
"Detach on 3!"

low angle B: 
"...3! Detach!"

"No!"

Over E to b and J
"Detach!"

Insert: E hits joystick release

Tether detaches Wide: e teacher whips back E chariot released,zips back.

High angle B: 
"1... 2..."



J chariot pulled forward

Smith's trunk falls out door
"Damnit!"

D thrown to the floor as 
everything flies

...down hall... ...And out the hole.

B catches up to J's chariot.
"What the hell are you doing? 
Release!"

CU J
"West... is ... inside!"

Low angle: 
J's chariot 
dragged 
over 
camera.

Low angle cliff: Ship starts to 
tip.



Insert chariot wheel spinning 
madly

"No!"
"Then I'll do it for you"
"Don!"

D stumbles out of smith's 
quarters. "Don, I can't hold it!"
"You need to detach!"

J's chariot dragged past A and 
R, who watch helpless.

Over ship to J's chariot.

Tow line is blown off ship J reacts ...as tow line whips back...

Ariel view: J's chariot pulled by 
the ship



Glass cracks

Jupiter rises in fg

Angle on the two chariots

Obscuring frame Reverse: jupiter rises like a 
whale.

Ariel view: the jupiter tips over 
the cliff's edge.

Jupiter plummets down to the 
ground

J's chariot screeches to a stop



...filling the frame

Cu J
"He... detached it. On his own."

Boom up as they gather at the 
edge.

profile angle on group
"He sacrificed for all of us."

D' hand enters.

REverse over J: D pulls himself 
up over the lip.
"Are you crazy? I don't even like 
you guys."

J and V help him up.
"I just knew Robinson was too 
much of a goody-goody..."

50/50 J and D
"And frankly, I was sick of 
being yelled at..."
"But you were in--- how did 
y0u--?"

Group rush forward.



"'Cause I'm a bad-ass, princess."

The group head back to the 
chariots.

"There was a coma in there."
J turns  and exits.
"Whatever you say."

Wide profile: 
"You're welcome, by the way."

J turns.
"Thanks."

Push in to d for his reaction.

"You're... a bad-ass princess?"



John deals cards.

Continue move to robot's hands with 
cards. "So you have to ask the other 
players..."

...past will: "you're trying to make 
pairs."

Rise up to robot's head. "..if they have 
any of the cards.."

Come around to straight on CU with 
reflection of his cards. "...you need, 
so..."

High angle: penny sneaks a peek. Boom down to will: "seriously do you 
ever play fair?"

"It's not my fault I have excellent 
peripheral vision."

Track right (reminding us of ep 1 
opening)... Past penny...

Sc 44-46



Pull back from wide angle to reveal 
smith leaning in doorway.

Smith Pov of cockpit. Angela visible.

Reverse close on smith.
"No thank you." She looks to...

Smith turns back to will. "But will why 
don't you ask your mother to join?"

"She's busy, said she had to do some 
calculations."
"The fuel won't be back until 
tomorrow.."

Will looks to john. John shrugs. "Okay, I'll go ask her." Will stands.

Reverse: "Smith-- should we deal you 
in?"

Sc 44-46



Slide right as will exits.

"It's okay, he'll be right back."

Anxious robot.

"Robot's screen changes." "I've never seen him make that face 
before."

Smith backs away into the shadows. John looks to penny, enjoying this 
moment. ...senses something.

Slide left to reveal Angela at the other 
door.

Angle through door, robot looks to 
where wills ent.

Sc 44-46



CU Angela soft focus.

"Why don't we get some air..."

Wide reverse. As Angela steps forward 
we see the gun behind her back. "Hey 
Angela, can we do something for you."

Profile Angela. Slide right as she 
raises gun. 
"I have no quarrel with you, mr. 
Robinson"

Robot straightens. Boom up. Drops cards.
*48 fps.

Angle through window. Diagonal move 
right.
" --you're doing what you think is best 
to protect your family."

She steps into focal plane in ECU.

Sc 44-46



John protects penny. 
"I'm happy to talk this through, but not 
until my daughter leaves the room."
"Dad, no..."

Boom up: "that's exactly why I'm here. 
To put - the weapon - down."

"Just put the weapon down."

"Robot - leave the Jupiter." On Angela.

Rack to gun. Push into robot: screen turns violent 
red.

On will  coming down embankment. 
"Mom we're all playing cards. Wanna 
come play?"

Slide right as Angela moves gun around 
the room. "

Sc 44-46



Find Maureen with satellite dish. 
"Oh honey I'd love to but I have..."

Push in to him as he senses something.

On will happy.

Turns at the sound of gunshots.
"Will.."

Will runs for the 
jupiter. 
The sound of gunshots.

Slide left as will runs. Speed ramp to 
72 fps.
"Wiiiiiiiil!"

Track will's feet up the ramp
*72 fps

Push into will as he comes into hub. 
*emergency lights flash on and off. 
From this point each shot is bracketed 
by black.
*48 fps

"...You know what, I'd love to play."

Sc 44-46



Will pov of hall.
*30 fps

On Angela out of bullets
*48 fps

Reverse on will.
*48 fps.

Push into smith observing.
*48 fps

Push into john.
*48 fps

Profile angle. Angela backs *48 fps ... as robot in attack form *48 fps Over robot ready to kill.*48 fps

Coming to door, where Angela is visible 
firing gun.

Sc 44-46



Suddenly john steps in between them.

..and lands!
*48 fps.

Tilt 180 degrees as john flies overhead.

Rotate 180 degrees and push in See that he has a head injury.

Push into will.
"NO!!!"
*30 FPS.

Low angle robot knocks john
*96 fps

Sc 44-46



Black

Slide off door as Maureen steps up with 
penny. See that we are in med lab.
"...is one of your father's finest 
qualities."

Rack focus to john in fg
"A very hard head..."

Over john to family, smith and robot.
"Judy will check on him once she get's 
back tomorrow..."

Over will to robot.
"...but he'll be okay."

Will pov of john

"Okay, let's all let him rest."

Will turns to robot. Push in. Cu robot understanding will's 
intention.

Boom up to reveal will



Will and robot head out. Push in to doorway as smith leans out 
to watch them go.
"I don't know who she is but she's not 
dr. Smith."



Drone shot: moving through 
trees

Boom up past cairn in fg. Will 
and robot (out of focus in bg)
*30 fps

Close focus robot following 
will.
*30 fps

Wide drone angle: will and 
robot reach top of cliff.
*30 fps

"You're the best friend I've 
ever had, you know that?"

Reverse High angle: Will looks 
up to Robot.

Low angle: Robot looks to 
will.

Wide: will hugs robot.

Track figures of will and robot 
(out of focus) through trees.
*30 fps



Close: will hugging robot

Will steps aside.
"Step forward."

Over will: robot impassive

Wide profile: Robot steps to 
the edge.

Low angle: robot looks into 
the chasm.

Robot pov: debris falls away. 
The

CU robot staring into the 
chasm.

It turns to will.

Will steps back.
"I have to be responsible for 
you."



Robot's POV of will.

Push into ECU will.

PUsh in as will's face forms in 
the robot's display.

Robot suddenly steps forward ...and off the cliff.
*Drone shot.

Will steps forward . Robot plummets into the abyss

Will's Pov of robot.



Extreme wide shot: Robot 
plummets against massive cliff 
face.

...Smashes to pieces.

It hits an outcropping of rockCloser: Track wit the robot 
falling.



Angle behind will. Push in 
slowly.

Will's hands enter, pick it up.

Close on rock on the ground.

Angle on cairn Will places a rock 
(representing the robot) on 
top.

Slide right to reveal tearful 
will.

Wide  on will stepping away 
from the cairn.

Dissolve to out of focus shot
Boom down.

He exits shot



Land on robot's hand in focus. 
Continue booming down and 
then slide right

...as we get closer...

... the robot's display slowly 
runs down...

... in a visual bookend to the 
opening...

...we see the display wink out...

...leaving us in darkness.

...to reveal robot's head. Push 
in.


